Introduction
Classical theory of chemical structure has remained the basis for a comprehensive understanding of organic chemistry. Graph theory provides an extremely useful mathematical language for the description of both chemical structure and its properties. In many practical computer applications such as structure elucidation, synthesis planning and molecular design the generation of sets of candidate-structures (molecular graphs) is required. It is essential, that the generation process is constrained by the input structural information derived from any spectral, physical, chemical, etc., data. On the other hand, in most of the cases this information is incomplete, overlapping and ambiguous, which calls for approaches reflecting these features. Several problems, such as the isomorphism problem, and the combinatorial explosion complicate additionally the generation process. They should find their solutions under these constraints. Hence, the application of any general method for graph generation does not produce satisfactory results. All this calls for the development of specific graphgeneration schemes flexibly constrained by the input structural information. Some procedures treating special classes colored graphs (describing the real chemical structure), and employing sets of subgraphs (molecular fragments), etc., are introduced within the generation scheme. Furthermore, the generation method must reflect the fuzzy character of the information usually available to the chemist and to provide a straightforward pathway to the correct solution in the process of automated reasoning.
In the present paper a wide variety of problems emerging from the generation of molecular graphs in the case of computer-aided structure elucidation are addressed and their possible solutions discussed. (1996) Although the quantum theory (considering molecular structure a set of nuclei and electrons obeying the Schrodinger equation) provides a picture different from the classical idea (considering molecular structure a system of atoms and chemical bonds) the latter has still remained a firm basis of organic chemistry. The knowledge of the structure of an organic compound means that the chemist is familiar with about 90%
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of its properties and its chemical behavior. As early as the end of 19th century it was noticed that there is one-to-one correspondence between the contemporary notion of graph and the notion of chemical structure [21] . Thus, the usual mathematical definition of a graph G:
where vi E I/ is the set of vertices and eij E E is the set of edges (arcs in the case of directed graphs) has one-to-one correspondence with the chemical structure S which may be defined in a similar way: s = (A, B).
(2)
Here ai E A is the set of atoms, and bij E B is the set of chemical bonds. Here 
the notion of isomer is to be defined: Two structures S1 = (A, B,) and S2 = (A, B2) are said to be isomers if they possess the same set of atoms A but different set of bonds B1 c A x A and BZ c A x A.
The complete set of isomers will be denoted by E. The correspondence between the elements of mathematical graph theory and classical theory of chemical structure is provided in Table 1 . One can see that a new notion of Bonding Site (BS) has been introduced.
It is related to the classical notion offvee valence in chemistry and indicates the place where a linkage may be created. The number n of BSs of a given vertex equals the vertex degree in the same way as the number of free valences at a given atom, chemical group or fragment equals their valences (whereas in English valence and valency have the same meaning, in some Slavic languages such as Bulgarian, Russian there are special words to distinguish between these two notions:
thus valentnost refers to the valence of a given atom, but the meaning of valentcia is closer to that of free valence). The classical notion of free valence hence the BS is represented by either of the integer numbers 0 or l(0 where there is no BS and 1 there is a BS). In contrast, the quantum chemical notion is represented by a real number ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. 
can be constructed on numbered graphs only. The mutual transformations between different numbered graphs, respectively, their adjacency matrices corresponding to a given abstract graph are carried out according to the expression [19, 401: A(G,) = P-'A(Gl (4) Here P is permutational matrix defined as [40] [ 1 if the given permutation induces Pij = ( a mapping of vertex i onto vertex j, 10 otherwise.
As the matrix P is an orthogonal matrix the expression (4) may be written as follows:
A collection of permutations on the set of numbered graphs corresponding to a given abstract graph represented by the matrices P forms a permutation group. There are n! possible ways of numbering of an abstract graph with n vertices, i.e., n! distinct numbered graphs correspond to each abstract one. Here, their adjacency matrices may be partitioned onto disjoint subfamilies which are composed of equivalent matrices [38]: @ = ai uQz LJ@~ . . . , where for any two matrices Ai, Aj E mk c> A, g AZ. Some of the permutations are symmetry operations forming the symmetry group S, mentioned above and each symmetry operation can be represented by automorphism and vice versa [40] .
The presence of numerous numbered graphs corresponding to one abstract graph is the basic reason for the graph isomorphism. There are several definitions of graph isomorphism [41, 42, 44] . We favor the following one [44] . Two graphs G1 and Gz are isomorphic (G, z G2) if there exists one-to-one mappingS,
such as if (vi, vj') E E(G,) then (fi!, vf ) E E(G,). Clearly the operations (4) and (4'), respectively, produce isomorphic graphs only. A great variety of constitutional formulas (structures) represented by the complete set of abstract graphs may be related to each gross (empirical) formula mathematically represented by the set of vertices (see Table 1 ). Their enumeration is an extremely fascinating mathematical problem [ll, 13,18,36,37] . It consists of devising an algebraic formula which can provide the number of all (p, 4) graphs. Here p is the number of vertices and q the number of edges. However, for many practical problems in chemistry the generation of all such formulas is of great interest. The latter procedure allows them being investigated and graphically represented. The generation of chemical graphs may be represented by the following formal expression:
The operator I is not a simple function but usually an algorithmic procedure, which derives the sets Ek c I/ @ I/ forming generated graphs G E E.. C is a set of different constraints imposed on the generation procedure. The procedure I can be applied only on numbered graphs by handling their matrix representations.
Hence the set E usually consists of numbered rather than of abstract graphs, consequently in most Hereafter those three groups of approaches will be outlined. (i) The approaches of this group are based on the fact that for each abstract graph one and only one out of all numbered graphs (produced by Eq. (4)) must be singled out, i.e., only one unique numbering, called canonical, must be assigned to each abstruct graph. A canonicity criterion K is usually suggested. For our further discussion the notion of extension should be defined more rigorously [20] . Let G = (V, E) and G' = (V', E') be two graph. G' is considered an extension of G if for given vi+ P' and L'j E V a new edge eij # (vi, vj) E E' is created during the generation process ui being 
Hence the criterion K may be defined as
Thus, the characteristic vector of each newly generated extension is compared with the maximal (minimal) vector corresponding to this extension. The latter is obtained by making all permutations [28] of the atom numberings, i.e., by generating all the characteristic vectors, and singling out the maximal (minimal) one and comparing it with the current vector. If the criterion (7) is satisfied then the current vector is the canonical form of the generated extension, and vice versa the generated extension is abandoned.
Thus, the generated structure examines itself during the generation process. One of the shortcomings of this approach is the excessive number of permutations which must be generated for each extension. A different approach based on the semi-canonical numbering method devised by Faradjiev [19] has been suggested by Kvasnicka and Pospichal[31, 32, 38] .
After each generation of a new extension a semi-canonical numbering is carried out and the characteristic vector corresponding to this numbering is compared to the characteristic vector produced from the current extension numbering using the criterion (7).
Kudo and Sasaki [22, 30] have devised the connectivity stack approach with the following relationship between the adjacency matrix elements aij and their position in the stack k:
Hence, the stack of the given adjacency matrix is formed as S = (kiz, k,,, . . . k23 . . . k2p, . . . kp_l,p).
All possible stacks are generated for each extension by carrying out all the permutations and only the numbered graph having a stack coinciding with the highest connectivity stack is selected for the further structure generation continuation. Another method [l&16,43] is based on the lexicographic ordering of N-tuples.
N-tuple represents a rooted tree and its code is a set of non-negative integers smaller than N which corresponds to the degrees of the vertices. Each tree can possess several N-tuple codes, but the lexicographically maximal is considered the canonical one. The first vertex is considered the root of the tree. The rooted trees can be formally represented as: T, = (V, E, P) , where I' the root vertex. Thus, for each extension its N-tuple code is generated and only these extensions coinciding with the canonical (lexicographically higher) code are retained for the further continuation in the generation process. This approach has been further developed to multiple and cyclic structures [16] .
It is obvious that all approaches described in (i) have a common basis. They arc efficient in the cases of enumeration of series of compounds. But severe difficulties emerge when one tries to apply some structural and chemical constraints.
Thus, in most real-world cases where the structures have more than 10 heavy atoms their direct enumeration leads to an enormous number of structures. On the one hand. even if successfully generated, they can hardly be investigated, compared, etc., by the chemist. On the other hand, in nearly all cases the chemists know a great part of the connectivity within the studied molecule consisting of one or several pieces (partial structures). It is more practical for these substructures to be used as constraints imposed on the generation process, i.e. only graphs which incorporate one or several subgraphs are generated. Consequently, the ~WW connectivities between vertices of those subgraphs will not participate in the combinatorial process. A reasonable solution of this problem within the methods just discussed. has not been found yet. Of course, in some programs substructure-search procedures are implemented which select from the immense set of generated structures only those obeying the corresponding substructure constraints. This is usually carried out either in the course of structure generation [16] or after all structures being generated [22, 30] . On the other hand, there is no direct way (up to now) for other chemical features such as heteroatoms, multiple-bonds to be incorporated within this type of generation schemes. They are additionally applied [16] to each generated skeleton as vertex and bond labeling procedures.
So long as the substructure-search [lo] and vertex and edge labeling algorithms are combinatorial (NP-complete) they complicate extremely the generation process.
(ii) The methods of this group use the superatoln approach [12, 24, 34] . A catalogue of superatoms is created (the catalogue of GENOA [12] contains 300 superatoms). As defined in Table 1 a superatom is effectively a substructure having unlabelled (dummy) equivalent vertices. After the generation of a given structure from the superatoms complying to a given gross formula the vertices are labeled by the actual atom names. On the one hand, as mentioned above this labeling procedure is also an NP-complete combinatorial procedure, on the other hand, the approaches included in this group require the building of data bases of compiled superatoms. It is obvious, that their number will increase infinitely.
(iii) [20] .
Let vi and vj be two vertices of the graph G = (V, E). If 71 is an operation and from Z(vi) = vj follows that n(E) = E then vi and vj are equivalent.
It was found [7] that the operation P given with expression (4) is of little use for a deeper understanding of the isomorphism problem in the case of graph generation. The latter does not permute the vertices in an abstract graph but only their numbers, producing series of isomorphic numbered graphs having different adjacency matrices but no new abstract graph. In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the graph behavior during the generation process a different representation was devised. It is based on the following grounds.
Our graph generation method [i, 2,4-71 works with rooted trees T, = (V, E, r). The first atom is selected as being the root r. It has no predecessor but only successor nodes. The other vertices have one predecessor and n -1 successor nodes. Here n is the degree of the vertex. Directed graphs provide a good instrument for the implementation of the rooted trees. To incorporate the fragments within the generation process not the atoms but the bonding sites (MS) should be considered. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 with two directed graphs (a and b) . Here both single atoms, and fragments participate in a uniform manner in the combinatorial process. Hereafter, they are considered elements of this process. One can seen that each element, except the first, in a rooted directed tree is bonded to its predecessor element by one and only one BS. This BS is designated as +-in Fig. 1 and in our previous papers [4-73, we called it saturating valence (sv) . Consequently each vertex, except the first has 1 +--type BS and n -1 0 -type BSs (see Fig. 1 ). The latter were called saturation sites (ss) . The first element has all its n BSs of 0 -type. On the one hand, these rules model the predecessor/successor relation among the vertices in the rooted trees. On the other hand, the two types +-and @ correspond to the places in directed graphs where an arc is going out (t type) and is going in (0 type), respectively. A bond is always formed between a + and a 0 type BSs. Accordingly the BSs are partitioned into two sets SD E V/" and ss E S". The connectivity within the graph is represented by a two-row matrix (Fig. l) , the first-row elements of this matrix are the sss (given with their atom numbers) and the second row-elements might be both free valences, (designated as + ) and the sv's (given with their atom numbers). There are n -1 first-row elements (sss) for each atom, except the first which has n first-row elements. Each juxtaposition of a first-row ss element to a second-row sv elements forms a bond.
In the cases of cyclic structures the generated rooted trees are considered spanning trees, and the remaining free valences are subsequently connected (closed) pairwise forming ring-closure bonds (rcbs). This is effectuated as one ss from the first atom forming rcb is transformed into sv (designated as). We call it ring-closure-sv(rcsv).
The latter saturates any of the remaining free sss. If a complete structure is generated the unsaturated sss are automatically filled with hydrogen atoms (as the latter are univalent they possess only one sv). On the basis of this representation a permutational operator P defined either as P{sui, suj> = {SVj, SUi) or as P{sUi, + > = { + , sui> may be introduced which permutes either two su second-row elements in our two-row matrix representation or a second row su element with a + -type free valence. This operator produces results which are different from those produced by the operator P from expression (4) (4', respectively). This is illustrated with the two examples (a and b) given in Fig. 2 . One can see that the immediate result from the actions of this operation may be both isomorphic (Fig. 2(a) ) and non-isomorphic graphs (Fig. 2(b) ). Thus, the operation P produces both abstract and related with them numbered graphs which allows us to examine under what conditions isomorphism emerges. In recent papers [4-71, we have argued that any permutation between two sus emanating from equivalent atoms produces (n -2) ! pairs of isomorphic graphs. Actually, if the initial graph has two bonds bi, = (soi, ss,) and bj, = (suj, ss,) and the atoms i and j are of the same equivalent class then a permutation P{sVi, sUj> = {suj, sOi> will produce the bonds bi, = (sui, SS,) and b,, = (sup ss,) . So long as the atoms i and j are equivalent then the generated pair of bonds bi, and bj, is equivalent to the initial pair of bonds bi, and bi,. Accordingly, the remaining (n -2)! permutations will produce one-to-one isomorphic graphs for each pair of bonds. Thus in the case of Fig. 2 (a) the result is immediate but in other cases the permutation between the two equivalent SE'S does not lead to immediate generation of isomorphic graphs. Two non-isomorphic graphs are produced by permuting two non-equivalent sus in Fig. 2(b) .
Our partitioning of the BSs into N'S and ss's is rather artificial. In fact, both have the same properties hence any permutation of two non-equivalent W'S bonded to two equivalent ss's may be considered also a permutation between two equivalent ss's. Any tracing of all these permutations during the generation process is not an easy task. It is possible for the product of two or several permutations between nonequivalent atom X'S to result in permutation of equivalent atom SCS. Accordingly.
another approach was accepted based on the examination of each extension generated at a given stage of the generation process. Two types of extensions have been defined [7] : potential and actual. A potential extension G , = (V,, El) of the graph G = (V. F) is an extension which contains a vertex ci = VI -V but no bond is formed, i.e., :' = (srsi, ss,,) " and hy(scj, ss,) a will be also equivalent. However, it is possible that a potential bond is not equivalent to an actual but with its transformation into ur~ual the two bonds to become equivalent. These two cases are presented in Fig. 3 . Let C1. C, . . , C, be equivalence class partitioning. It was proved [7] that if the vertices i. j E C1, and m, n E Cz. and the potential bond t$',, = (scj, ss,) p has once been implemented into an actual bond &,, = (srli, ss,) " and further during the generation process the potential bond @',, = (svj, ss,,) p has been implemented into an actual bond by,, = (SC~ SS,,~ then (M -l)! isomorphic graphs will result. Apparently. the number (n -l)! is valid only within our two-row matrix graph representation. It is clear that after a repeated generation of an equivalent bond, the permutations of the remaining n -1 scs will praduce (n -l)! isomorphic subgraphs. The sense of this assertion is that to avoid the generation of isomorphic graphs no two mutually equivalent potentid bonds should be implemented into at~tunl during the whole generation process. Accordingly, our treatment of the ismorphism problem consists of examination the vertex equivalence at each step of structure growth and avoiding as much as possible the generation of equivalent bonds.
Program implementation
Hereafter the practical implementation of development of a structure elucidation system this approach is outlined. For the we need a structure generator which can handle the various constraints derived from any spectral information and/or preliminary knowledge the chemist may have about the query structure: the gross (empirical) formula, the connectivity within some substructures (chemical groups. fragments), possible extensions of this connectivity inferred from both the spectral data and the chemical behavior of the studied compound. The generation method should exploit these structural patterns in the most optimal way and the generation scheme to produce the set Z of molecular graphs (structures) subjected to the following constraints: cl: each molecular graph to comply to the molecular gross (empirical) formula; c2: the vertices vi E V of each graph to reflect the chemical and physical features, such as valence, hybridization state, chemical, sterical and/or magnetic equivalence, etc.. of the atoms ai E A in the chemical structures: c3: the formation of the edges (arcs in the case of directed graphs) eij E E to follow the rules of bond formation in organic chemistry, i.e., only chemically consistent structures to be produced; c4: to incorporate any input subgraphs (chemical groups and fragments) into the generation scheme by treating them within the combinatorial process in a manner uniform with the treatment of the single vertices (atoms); c5: to conform to all the structural properties such as topological and/or sterical symmetry, particular number and size of the generated rings, etc., required by the structural information available; c6: the set Z to be exhaustive with respect to the information content, i.e., all the structures conforming to the input information to be generated; c7: the set E to be non-redundant with respect to the information content, i.e.. only structures conforming to the input information to be generated; In order to develop a flexible, and as far as possible, combinatorially non-redundant generation scheme the following approach was devised: First: The gross formula provides us with a set of II atoms of different chemical nature, hence the vertices vi E I/ are labeled with the corresponding names: C, for carbon, N, for nitrogen, 0, for oxygen, etc. (see Table 2 ) and partitioned into different atom type equivalence classes. As discussed above a mappingf: N + I/ results in a numbering of the vertices. The vertices (atoms) forming the partial structures (fragments and chemical groups) are separated from the gross formula, thus the part of the structure with unknown connectivity remains as a reduced grossformula [4] . Consequently, the constraint cl is automatically satisfied during the whole generation process. So long as we do not favor the use of multi-graphs for the description of the structures having multiple bonds the atoms forming such bonds are considered different from the atoms forming single bonds. The theoretical basis for such a discrimination is the idea of hyhridizution.
One can see from Table 2 that atoms of the same kind but of different hybridization, e.g., sp3, sp, and sp2 carbon atoms, are labeled by different names, C, #C, and = C, respectively. This leads to a new partitioning of the atoms. The formation of multiple bonds is subjected to several rules: A double bond is formed between two sp2 (two = C) atoms only, and a triple bond between two sp (two #C) In similar way, several new features derived from the available information which we call attributes can be assigned to the vertices. Thus, as we deal with hydrogen depleted molecular graphs, i.e. the adjacent hydrogen atoms do not participate in the The different possibilities for the generation of molecular graphs by the formation of different sets of arcs (bonds) eij = (xi. ssi) E E c (V"@S") are depicted in Fig. 4 by dashed lines. Note that the numbers i,j stand for the atom numbering and .ssi and sri inherit all the attributes from the atoms ui and ci. respectively.
As the BSs of a single atom or a superatom are equivalent their partitioning into the sets I/" and S" is arbitrary, the first unoccupied BS is transformed into SC. However.
this is not the case with the vertices of the input fragments (substructures).
They emerge from different types of atoms, labeled with different attributes, hence they are not equivalent. Accordingly, an additional automorphism (equivalence class) partitioning and a subsequent sv selection procedure are carried out for each fragment. One sv of each equivalence class is selected thus forming a set of nonequivalent svs. They are further used, in turn, one by one in the generation process, when one BS of a given fragment is of sv-type, all the remaining BSs being of ss-type, and all the structures corresponding to this sv are generated. This process is repeated until all non-equivalent BSs of a given fragment have been once of sv-type. For more than one fragments this leads to a depth-first procedure with backtrack. The selection of two different fragment svs is shown in Fig. 1 . Our procedure for the treatment of the partial structures is in a manner uniform to the single atoms conforms to constrain c4.
The cyclic structures are produced after the formation of a complete acyclic structure (rooted tree), the latter being considered spanning trees. N,, out of all BSs remaining unsaturated after the tree formation are in turn selected to be transformed into sv's, named ring closure bond svs (cbsvs). For each sv a series of ss's named closure bond Ss's (cbsss) are selected and subsequently saturated by the corresponding sv's. Here N,, is the number of cycles given by the following expression:
where Ci is the cyclomatic number (degree of unsaturation), N+ is the number of sp2 atoms (having sp2 attribute) and N,, is the number of sp atoms. These classes are additionally partitioned into equivalence classes and the LSvs are consequently ranked. We do not favor the employment of any combinatorial (NPcomplete) procedures to this end. Accordingly, this partitioning is carried out on the basis of the local indices R developed by us [3, 73 given by the expression: r=rO-NH + qa (11) here r,, is a constant characterizing the type and hybridization state of each atom (vertex). The r0 values are presented at Table 2 . NH is the number of attached hydrogen atoms, and qa is the atom charge density calculated by a very fast procedure (the method of Gasteiger et al. [23] was used to this end). The partitioning and ranking procedures are dynamic, after each formation of a new bond they are repeatedly performed.
Generally speaking, the generation scheme consists of the following steps executed recursively until the whole set E of all complete structures is generated. ss-selection step: Before each sL'i level Ly" a subset ssj E s"" c S" is selected for the next level sci -Ssj saturation steps (formation of the different (sri, ssj) bonds at this level).
We call the subset s"" ss-list. The latter is associated both to the current partial structure and to the higher level sz'i. The ss-selection step can be deemed as formation of a set of the potential bonds b$ = (xi, SS~)~ as being described above. Hence, the .s.svselection procedure may be subjected to various conditions practically forming most of the constraints Ci E C. They will be discussed below. The ss-selection for each sz: level is exemplified in dashed lines in Fig. 4 . .s~~~.s.s saturation step: The potential bonds hfj = (xi, ssj) p are implemented into LI~IULI/ oiles at this step. Each such implementation leads to a new extension of the structure under generation.
Some checks meeting some of the conditions ci E C can also be carried out at this step. The SC-ss sclturutiot7 step is exemplified in Fig. 4 in solid arrows.
The two steps ss-selection and SD-ss saturation are carried out recursively until a complete structure is produced at the highest level. They are illustrated in Fig. 4 with the generation of the isomer from Fig. l(a) . In our previous versions the generation of the whole set Z of chemical structures was performed by a depth-first procedure with backtrack. In contrast, in the present development of our structure generation approach a breadth-first procedure has been exploited for reasons discussed below.
Our two-row representation being formed of the numbers of BSs, corresponding to the different atoms ensures to a great extend the requirements of the constraint c2.
Further, we shall consider more implicitly the involvement of the constraints c6 and c7 within the framework of our structure-generation scheme. The exhaustive of the generation under constraint c6 implies that each atom (vertex) ri must form N -1 arcs eij = (vi, "j), yj = 1, . . N r\j + i and for each such arc the remaining N -2 atoms to form N -2! bonds. This procedure is implemented in our hierarchical scheme: each SUi trace all the atom ssjV,j = 1, . N r\j + i forming arcs eii on its level and for each extension generated in this way all the (sri, .ssj) connectivities are traced at the higher levels. Thus, this approach is exhaustive but highly redundant. Further, our approach to reduce as much as possible this redundancy is outlined. As discussed above, the redundancy problem should be considered in the context of the required input and the output information. Hence. the definition for isomorphism provided above holds for the generation of topologically equivalent isomers only.
Two different graphs may be equivalent (isomorphic) in the topological sense but non-equivalent in the case, e.g., of stericul isomers. Therefore, the treatment of redundancy requires different constraints c7 for each particular case. Our approach to the treatment of the isomorphism redundancy is based on the following rules implemented with the ss-selection step.
(i) No ss from the atom or fragment providing the next level sv is selected. As the su and the selected ss form a potential bond, their implementation into actual bond will result in a bonding of an atom with itself which results in chemically inconsistent structure. Hence, this rule complies with the constraint c3. Accordingly, the selection of a ss from atom 7 for the first su, level, and of ss from atom 12 in the second svlz level in Fig. 4 is forbidden. On the other hand, if the higher level sv atom belongs to a given fragment, every selection of a ss from this fragment leads to the formation of a ring. Since, the formation of cycles is carried out at the highest ring-closure levels such a selection is also forbidden. This is illustrated with the non-allowed atom 9 ss-selection being of the same fragment with sv atom 7.
(ii) One and only one ss from each atom is selected during the ss-selection step. It is clear that any selection of more than one ss of a given atom leads to the formation of two equivalent potential bonds hence of duplicated extensions at the higher level sv-ss saturation step. This is illustrated with the repeated selection of sss from atom 1 for the first level sv7. However, as discussed above this rule may not be applied to the case of generation of stereo-isomers. (iii) One and only one ss from a set of equivalent atoms is selected during the ss-selection step. The selection of two or more ssj from a given equivalence class means that two or more equivalent potential bonds b$ = (Wit ssj)' are selected to be implemented into actual bonds at the higher level ss-saturation step. Consequently, only one ss from atom 12 and no ss from the equivalent atom 13 are selected for the first sv7 level. code canonical numbering of the generated structures. Thus, the selection of ss from atom 13 having number higher than the su atom 12 at the second level in Fig. 4 is prevented.
(vi) Every piece of chemical, spectral, etc., information can be incorporated at this step. For instance, if the a 2D NMR spectrum indicates the existence of a possible bk = (sVi, ssj)' potential bond the program will select this ss, and vice versa the ss will be dropped by the program. In the case of cyclic structures, where a generated acyclic structure is considered spanning tree the generation of closure bonds is carried out according to the following steps. cbsu-selection step: A set of closure bond-svs V 'SC is formed at this step. This selection is carried out according to the following rules:
(vii) Only one free (O-type) ss of each atom except the last is selected to be transformed into cbsv; (viii) One and only one free ss from atoms of a given automorphism class is selected to be transformed into cbsv;
The transformation of the two ss's from atoms 1 and 4 into cbsus is presented in Fig. 5 .
Subsequently, the program generates in turn Ct;, combinations of the N,, rings out of all n,,. selected cbsvs thus at each combination forming N,, ring-closure levels. cbss-selection step: A closure bond ss (cbss) selection procedure is carried out before each cbsu level. It is subjected to the following rules.
(ix) One and only onefree ssfrom each atom is selected. This rule is analogous to rule (ii). This rule as rule (iv) avoids duplications due to pairs of equivalent potential bonds bc = (cbsvi, cbssj)P and bfi = (cbsvj, cbssi)P and leads to a maximal code canonical numbering of the generated structures. Thus, the selection of a cbss from atom 1 for the next ring closure level cbsv, is banned, as shown in Fig. 5 .
(xi) One and only one ss from a given equivalence class is selected. This rule along with the rule (vii) intends to prevent the selection of equivalent potential closure bonds. The selection of the closure bond from atom 5 for the cbsvl level in Fig. 5 is prohibited since the already selected cbss is from atom 4, being equivalent to atom 5.
(xii) Here as well as with rule (V) every piece of information can be employed as a restriction. A particular case is the generation of cycles with pre-defined sizes. The distance-matrix is calculated for each extension and only cbsss providing cbsvlcbss atom distance greater and equal with the required is selected. The option greater is permitted in the ring-closure levels lower than the highest because in some cases the closure bond may intersect a cycle previously generated by partitioning it into two smaller pieces.
cbsvlcbss-saturation
step: Here, as in the case of the svlss selection step the potential closure bonds cb$ = (cbsvi, cbssj)' are implemented into actual ones. Each such implementation leads to a new extension of the structure under generation. Here, again some checks meeting some of the conditions ci E C may be carried out, particularly the sizes of the generated rings are finally checked by a SSSR (smallest set of smallest ring) algorithm. The conformity of the generation process to the rules (i)-(xi) sharply reduces the generation of isomorphic structures but does not lead to their full elimination, especially at the closure-bond formation levels. Thus, in the acyclic case C501H12 (without constraints) no isomorphic structure are observed among the 12 generated isomers. Only one duplication out of the 32 isomers has been observed in the case of C501Hr4. However, in the case of C,OIHlo (one-ring cyclic structure generation) 76 instead of the 33 non-isomorphic graphs have been generated. It is apparent that although extremely alleviated the isomorphism problem in the case of partial structure constrained generation has not found its final solution. Accordingly, our approach was modified in order to treat the few isomorphic structures as soon as they appear. A breadth-jrst check procedure, presented in Fig. 6 , was developed comparing each extension with the one's already generated at the current level. The nonisomorphic extensions only are retained for the higher level generation process. Each structure generated at the breadth of the current level is associated with a chargerelated topological index given by the expression [17] : CTI= c rirj. i + j dij (12) Here ri are the local indices given by expression (11) and dij are the minimal distances between the atoms extracted from the distance-matrix calculated for each extension. Two extensions having the same CTIs within the given precision are considered isomorphic, and the extension currently generated is omitted.
Evidently, the use of a breadth-first procedure for discarding the isomorphic extensions is not the perfect solution of the isomosphism problem within our subgraph constrained generation procedure. Our study of the automorphismlisomorphism relationship is currently in progress in order to find some crucial rules, complementary to rules (i)(xi), leading to a complete elimination of the isomorphic structures. On the other hand. exploiting the breadth-first approach allows us to define additional conditions for imposing other chemical, spectral, physical, etc., constraints. Some developments toward this end have been recently reported [9, 331. 
